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Abstract. Electromagnetic eavesdropping of computer displays – first
demonstrated to the general public by van Eck in 1985 – is not restricted
to cathode-ray tubes. Modern flat-panel displays can be at least as vul-
nerable. They are equally driven by repetitive video signals in frequency
ranges where even shielded cables leak detectable radio waves into the
environment. Nearby eavesdroppers can pick up such compromising em-
anations with directional antennas and wideband receivers. Periodic av-
eraging can lift a clearly readable image out of the background noise. The
serial Gbit/s transmission formats used by modern digital video inter-
faces in effect modulate the signal, thereby making it even better suited
for remote reception than emanations from analog systems. Understand-
ing the exact transmission format used leads to new attacks and defenses.
We can tune screen colors for optimal remote readability by eavesdrop-
pers. We can likewise modify text-display routines to render the radio
emanations unreadable.

1 Introduction

Electronic equipment can emit unintentional signals that allow eavesdroppers to
reconstruct processed data at a distance. This has been a concern for the design
of military hardware for over half a century. Some governments handle highly
confidential information only with equipment that is especially shielded against
such compromising electromagnetic emanations. The exact “TEMPEST” emis-
sion limits and test procedures applied in the procurement of these systems are
still secret. Anecdotal evidence suggests that they are several orders of magni-
tude stricter than, for example, civilian radio-interference regulations.

Electromagnetic radiation as a potential computer security risk was men-
tioned in the open literature as early as 1967 [1]. The concept was brought to
the attention of the broader public in 1985 by van Eck [2], who showed that
the screen content of a cathode-ray tube (CRT) display can be reconstructed
at a distance using a TV set whose sync pulse generators are replaced with
manually controlled oscillators. Several more studies of the compromising video
emanations of late 1980s CRT displays appeared [3,4,5,6,7], with advice on elec-
tromagnetic shielding as a countermeasure. Steganographic embedding of infor-
mation into CRT emissions and the use of low-pass filtered fonts as a simple
software countermeasure have been demonstrated as well [8].
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Display technologies have evolved rapidly since then. Additional shielding
has become standard, not only to meet stricter international electromagnetic
compatibility requirements [9], but also to address health worries associated
with non-ionizing radiation [10]. Pixel frequencies and video bandwidths have
increased by an order of magnitude since [2,3,4,5,6,7] and analog signal trans-
mission is in the process of being replaced by Gbit/s digital video interfaces.
Various flat-panel display (FPD) technologies are well on their way of replacing
the cathode-ray tube (CRT) monitor. All these developments make it necessary
to reevaluate the emission-security risks identified in the 1980s.

A new form of compromising emanations from video displays was discovered
more recently. The high-frequency variations of light emitted by a CRT can
carry enough information about the video signal to permit the reconstruction of
readable text [11]. Under low background illumination, this is practical even after
diffuse reflection from nearby surfaces. LCDs are not vulnerable to this particular
risk, not only because their pixels react much slower than CRT phosphors, but
also because these technologies update all pixels in a row simultaneously. This
makes it impractical to separate the contribution of individual pixels in a row
to the overall light emitted.

Discussions following the publication of [11] suggest that flat-panel displays
are widely believed to pose no electromagnetic eavesdropping risk either. Two
facts may contribute to such an assumption. Firstly, FPDs lack deflection coils,
which makes them – compared to CRTs – “low radiation” devices in the frequen-
cies below 400 kHz, where field strengths are limited by a Swedish ergonomic
standard [10]. Secondly, LCDs operate with low voltages and – unlike CRTs –
do not amplify the video signal by a factor of about 100 to drive a control grid
that modulates an electron beam.

The experiments reported here demonstrate that some types of flat-panel
display do pose a realistic eavesdropping risk. In particular, with some modern
video interfaces, it is quite easy to configure the display of text in a way that
maximizes the leaking signal strength. This makes emanations from these dis-
plays even easier to receive than those of modern CRTs. We begin with a brief
description of video, eavesdropping and measurement technology in Sect. 2 and
3. The two case studies presented in Sect. 4 and 5 analyze the compromising
radio emanations first from a laptop LCD and then from a desktop LCD that
is connected to its PC graphics card with a Digital Visual Interface (DVI) ca-
ble. In both cases, the video cable used to connect the display panel with the
graphics controller turned out to be the primary source of the leaking signal.
An understanding of the digital transmission format used helped to optimize
the choice of screen colors to raise or reduce the feasibility of an eavesdropping
attack significantly.

2 Video Display Interfaces

Early video terminals contained the frame buffer and CRT in a single unit, avoid-
ing the need for a user-visible video interface. With the modular PC architecture
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introduced by the IBM PC, displays and graphics cards turned into exchange-
able components, available from multiple vendors with standardized connectors.
The signalling techniques used on these interfaces were initially parallel digital
interfaces. With 1, 4, and 6 TTL-level lines, respectively, the IBM PC’s MDA,
CGA, and EGA video controllers signalled the color of each pixel to the moni-
tor. With the 15-pin VGA connector introduced in 1987, the dominant personal
computer display interface turned to using three analog voltages (0–0.7 V), one
to control each primary color.

More recently, the industry moved back to digital video signalling for two
reasons. The first is related to signal quality limits. The geometry of the old
15-pin VGA connector was not designed for very-high-frequency signals. The
640×480@60Hz video mode used by the original VGA card had a pixel clock fre-
quency of merely 25 MHz, whereas more recent high-end displays use pixel rates
of 300 MHz or more. As signal wavelengths drop below typical cable lengths, the
lack of a properly impedance-matched coaxial feedthrough in the VGA connector
causes increased inter-pixel interference.

The second reason is the advent of flat-panel technologies, such as liquid-
crystal, plasma, or organic electroluminescence displays. These devices have to
sample the video signal, in order to assign to each discrete pixel on the display
surface its current color via row and column access lines. They maximize con-
trast by buffering an entire line of the video signal, to drive all pixels in a row
concurrently.

As flat-panel displays have to store video lines in digital memory, they require
video information not only as binary encoded color shades, but also as a sequence
of discrete pixel values. All recent digital interface standards therefore include a
pixel clock line, avoiding the reconstruction of the pixel clock signal that has to
be performed in FPDs with VGA input.

Current flat-panel displays buffer digitally only a few pixel rows. The entire
image is still stored only in the frame buffer of the video controller. Modern flat-
panel video interfaces therefore still have to continuously refresh the entire image
content between 60 and 85 times per second, just as with CRTs. This continuous
refresh ensures that the signals on the video interface are periodic, at least
between changes in the displayed information. A periodic signal has a frequency
spectrum that consists of narrow lines spaced by the repetition frequency. A
receiver can attenuate all other spectral content by periodic averaging with the
exact same repetition frequency.

3 Eavesdropping Instrumentation

Any signal carried by a conductor can, at least in principle, be eavesdropped
electromagnetically, by simply connecting a nearby antenna to an amplifier and
recording device, for example a digital storage oscilloscope. While this approach
can be useful in attempts to record a waveform in the largest possible bandwidth,
it is in practice not feasible, unless the signal is strong, or the experiment is
performed with very low background noise. Outside special shielded chambers,
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waveforms picked up by antennas will be dominated by the many radio broadcast
services that populate the spectrum from below 10 kHz to above 10 GHz, not
to mention numerous other sources of radio noise.

An eavesdropper of compromising emanations, therefore, must selectively
amplify only those parts of the radio spectrum that provide the best signal-to-
noise ratio. Unlike radio transmissions, most compromising RF emanations are
baseband signals, that is, they are not modulated with a carrier frequency to shift
them into a narrow and reserved frequency slot of the radio spectrum. However,
digital signals consist of discrete symbols (bits, pixels, etc.) transmitted at some
rate f . From the sampling theorem we know that the frequency spectrum up
to f/2 contains already all information carried by the signal. If the individual
symbols have spectral energy beyond that frequency, for example because they
contain sharp edges with a raise time much shorter than the bit or pixel duration,
then the information in the signal will be repeated in several f/2 wide bands at
higher harmonic frequencies. It is therefore sufficient for an eavesdropper to find
any frequency range with good signal-to-noise ratio that is merely at least half
as wide as the bit or pixel rate.

The frequency range with the best signal-to-noise ratio depends equally on
the targeted device and on the background noise, both of which can vary signifi-
cantly with the device, video mode and location. Building good analog bandpass
RF filters that can be adjusted over a wide range of frequencies is not easy. A
more practical approach than direct filtering is the use of a superheterodyne AM
receiver that multiplies the input signal with a sine wave of adjustable frequency
to shift the frequency band of interest to a fixed intermediate frequency where
it can then be filtered easily to the required bandwidth. The subsequent recti-
fication and low-pass filtering in the AM demodulator will destroy some phase
information and with it valuable information, such as the difference between
positive and negative edges in the eavesdropped signal. But it will also lead to a
much lower frequency signal that can be digitized comfortably with a sampling
rate of not much more than twice the bandwidth.

The particular receiver used to acquire the example images shown in this pa-
per was a Dynamic Sciences R1250, an instrument that was specifically designed
to meet the (confidential) requirements of the “TEMPEST” measurement stan-
dard NACSIM 5100A. Its center frequency can be tuned from 100 Hz to 1 GHz
and it offers intermediate-frequency (IF) filters with bandwidths ranging from
50 Hz to 200 MHz. The length of the shortest impulse that can be recognized at
a receiver output is the inverse of the IF filter bandwidth, which therefore has to
be comparable to the pixel clock frequency of modern displays. Most other com-
mercially available AM radio receivers (including TV tuners) are not designed
for bandwidths larger than about 8 MHz. Another important feature of the
R1250 is that its automatic gain control can be disabled. This makes it possible
to compare the amplitude of any input signal with that of a reference sine-wave
generator. This way, it was possible to provide an antenna input voltage scale
for all the received video images shown here. The output of the AM receiver was
for adjustment purposes displayed in real-time on a normal computer monitor,
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whose sync lines were driven by a programmable arbitrary-waveform generator,
to reproduce the line and frame rate of the targeted display. Special care was
necessary to set up the sync-pulse generators such that the refresh rate they gen-
erated was adjustable to match that of the targeted display with less than 10−7

relative error, which is smaller than the stability and sometimes even resolution
of many standard function generators.

The images shown in this paper were recorded with a digital storage oscillo-
scope (8-bit resolution, 16 MB acquisition memory, up to 1 GHz sampling fre-
quency) directly from the output of the AM demodulator and converted with spe-
cially written software into raster images. The antenna used was a log-periodical
broadband antenna designed for a frequency range of 200–1000 MHz, as it is
commonly used for electromagnetic compatibility measurements. All recordings
were performed without any shielding in a normal modern office building in a
semi-urban environment with over a hundred other computers operating in the
same building. Further details about the instrumentation are given in [18].

4 Case Study: Laptop Display

Figure 1 shows an amplitude-demodulated and rastered signal as it was received
from the first example target, a Toshiba Satellite Pro 440CDX laptop that shows
a Linux boot screen in an 800×600@75Hz video mode. The antenna was located
at 3 m distance in the same room as the target device. A quick scan through
different frequencies in the 50–1000 MHz range showed that setting the AM
receiver to a center frequency of 350 MHz and an intermediate-frequency band-
width of 50 MHz gave one of the clearest signals. The image shown is the average
of 16 recorded frames, in order to reduce noise. For comparison, the lower right
corner shows one of these frames without any averaging. Even there, readable
text stands out clearly from the background noise. The frames were recorded
with a sampling frequency of 250 MHz.

A number of observations distinguish the signal seen Fig. 1 from those typical
for CRTs:

– The low-frequency components of the video signal are not attenuated. Hori-
zontal bright lines appear in the reconstructed signal as horizontal lines and
not just as a pair of switching pulses at the end points, as would be the case
with CRTs.

– Font glyphs appear to have lost half of their horizontal resolution, but are
still readable.

– In the 800×600@75Hz video mode used, the clearest signal can be obtained
at a center frequency of about 350 MHz with 50 MHz bandwidth, but weaker
signals are also present at higher and lower frequencies, in particular after
every step of 25 MHz.

– The mapping between displayed colors and the amplitude of the signal re-
ceived for a pixel turned out to be highly non-monotonic. A simply gray-bar
image resulted in a complex barcode like display, as if the generated signal
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Fig. 1. Eavesdropped Linux boot screen visible on the LCD of a Toshiba 440CDX
laptop (log-periodic antenna, vertical polarization).

amplitude were somehow related to the binary representation of the pixel
value.

– Using a simple improvised near-field probe (a coaxial cable whose ends are
shaped into a 50 mm dipole) instead of an antenna, to scan the immediate
vicinity of the laptop, it became clear that no significant emissions came from
the display module itself, but that the source appeared to be the interconnect
cable between the LCD module and the mainboard.
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A closer examination of the laptop reveals a digital video link as the origin
of these emanations. The display module (Sharp LM12S029 FSTN) used in this
laptop is connected to the video controller via eight twisted pairs, each about
30 cm long. They originate on the mainboard in two integrated parallel-to-serial
converters and LVDS transmitter chips designed for linking to flat-panel displays
(NEC DS90CF581 [12]). The 18-bit color data that the video controller provides
for each pixel on its parallel output port has to be serialized into fewer lines,
to fit through the hinges, which is exactly the task that these two “FPD-Link”
chips perform. They multiply the clock signal supplied from the video controller
by seven, and each transmits per clock cycle on three twisted-pair channels
3 × 7 = 21 data bits, which consist here of 18 data bits for the pixel color and
three bits for horizontal sync, vertical sync and a control signal. The fourth pair
carries the clock.

The video controller outputs 50 million pixels per second. However, since it
transmits the data for two consecutive pixels simultaneously over two indepen-
dently operating FPD-Link chips, each of these receives a clock frequency of only
25 MHz, which it multiplies to a data rate of 175 MHz, resulting in an overall
data rate of 1.05 Gbit/s transmitted on all six channels through the hinges.

LVDS (low voltage differential signaling [13]) is a generic interface standard
for high-speed data transmission (up to 655 Mbit/s). It uses symmetric twisted
transmission lines and was designed to minimize RF interference.

However, as Fig. 1 shows, such precautions are not sufficient for emission
security. The approximately 100 µV amplitude that the log-periodic antenna
receives for the BIOS default colors used in this screen at 3 m distance corre-
sponds to a field strength of 57 dBµV/m (50 MHz bandwidth) and an equivalent
isotropic radiating power would be about 150 nW.

A signal of this amplitude is strong enough to permit a simple and realistic
eavesdropping demonstration across several rooms. In the next experiment, the
same laptop and antenna are located about 10 m apart in different office rooms,
separated by two other offices and three 105 mm thick plaster-board walls.

In this setup 12 consecutive frames were acquired with a sampling rate of
50 MHz in one single recording of 160 ms (eight million samples). The exact
frame rate necessary for correctly aligned averaging was determined with the
necessary precision of at least seven digits from the exact distance of the first and
last of the recorded frames. It was determined with an algorithm that calculated
starting from a crude estimate of the frame rate the cross-correlation of these
two frames, and then corrected the estimate based on the position of the largest
peak found there (Fig. 2). (The process is not fully automatic, as due to other
video signals in the vicinity, echos, and multiple peaks, it can sometimes be
necessary to manually chose an alternative peak.)

Figure 3 shows the result, an easily readable view of an xterm window that
shows some test text. The received signal amplitude of about 12 µV corresponds
with this antenna to a field strength of 39 dBµV/m. This drop by 18 dB com-
pared to the 57 dBµV/m in the previous 3 m line-of-sight measurement can in
part be attributed to the 10 dB free-space loss to be expected when tripling the
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Fig. 2. Determination of the frame rate fv for the multi-frame signal recorded in
Fig. 3 through crosscorrelation between the first and last frame in the recorded
series.
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Fig. 3. Text signal received from a 440CDX laptop at 10 m distance through
two intermediate offices (3 plasterboard walls).
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distance between emitter and antenna. The remaining drop suggests that each
of the plasterboard walls contributes 2–3 dB additional attenuation, which ap-
pears to be a typical value, judging from the UHF building-material attenuation
values described in the literature [14].
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Fig. 4. Bit assignment in the FPD-Link transmission cycle.

In order to better understand the relationship between the signal displayed
on the target device and that seen on the rastered output of an AM receiver,
it is worth having a closer look at the exact transmission format. The de-
tails are very specific to the particular product targeted here, but the prin-
ciples explained can easily be transferred to similar designs. Application soft-
ware typically provides the display driver with 24-bit color descriptions of the
form (r7 . . . r0, g7 . . . g0, b7 . . . b0). Figure 4 shows, how these bits are packed in
a 440CDX laptop into the pixel cycle of three FPD-Link channels1. One of the
FPD-Link chips transmits all pixels in odd-numbered columns, the other one
the pixels in even-numbered columns.

Armed with an understanding of what choice of colors elicits which waveform
from the channel drivers, we can now experiment with various combinations, in
particular those that promise to maximize or minimize the contrast between the
foreground and background of text in the emitted signal.

Figure 5 shows a test text in various color combinations, together with the
corresponding RGB values specified by the application program and the resulting
bit patterns on the three transmission channels. Line 1 is simply the black-on-
white combination commonly used in word processing software. Line 2 is an
attempt to find the signal with the largest number of bit transitions in the
foreground and the smallest number in the background, in order to maximize

1 Being an 18-bit per pixel interface, the two least significant bits of each byte are not
represented. A further restriction is that the video memory of this laptop supports
the 800×600@75Hz video mode only with a 16 bits per pixel encoding (5 red, 6 green,
5 blue), in which the video controller hardware fills in the values r2 = r7 ∧ . . . ∧ r3

and b2 = b7 ∧ . . . ∧ b3 automatically.
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foreground background

line description RGB signal RGB signal

1 black on white 00 00 00 000000x

0x00000

xxx0000

ff ff ff 111111X

1X11111

xxx1111

2 maximum contrast a8 50 a0 010101x

0x01010

xxx1010

00 00 00 000000x

0x00000

xxx0000

3 maximum contrast
(gray)

a8 a8 a8 010101x

1x10101

xxx1010

00 00 00 000000x

0x00000

xxx0000

4 minimum contrast 78 00 00 001111x

0x00000

xxx0000

00 f0 00 000000x

0x11110

xxx0000

5 minimum contrast 78 60 00 001111x

0x01100

xxx0000

30 f0 00 000110x

0x11110

xxx0000

6 minimum contrast
(phase shift)

70 70 00 001110x

0x01110

xxx0000

38 e0 00 000111x

0x11100

xxx0000

7 text in most significant
bit, rest random

— r1rrrrx

rx1rrrr

xxx1rrr

— r0rrrrx

rx0rrrr

xxx0rrr

8 text in green two msb,
rest random

— rrrrrrx

rx11rrr

xxxrrrr

— rrrrrrx

rx00rrr

xxxrrrr

9 text in green msb, rest
random

— rrrrrrx

rx1rrrr

xxxrrrr

— rrrrrrx

rx0rrrr

xxxrrrr

Fig. 5. Test text to compare the emission characteristics of selected foreground
and background color combinations.
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350 MHz center frequency, 50 MHz bandwidth, 16 frames averaged, 3 m distance
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Fig. 6. Signals received from the test display in Fig. 5.

contrast and readability for the eavesdropper. Line 3 attempts the same, but
maximizes the visible contrast in favor of having identical signal polarity on
all three lines for the foreground pixels. (In a symmetric transmission channel,
signal polarity should in principle not make a difference for an eavesdropper.)

Line 4 is a first attempt to find a combination of two colors whose radio
signature is difficult to distinguish under the assumption that the eavesdropper
can evaluate only the total number of bit transitions that happen on all channels
together. The idea is to let bit transitions always happen at the same time during
the cycle, but in different channels.

Line 5 is a variant that keeps even the total number of transitions in each
line constant and line 6 keeps in addition the length of positive pulses constant
and encodes the difference between foreground and background color only as a
one-bit phase shift in two of the channels.

The last three lines finally demonstrate what happens if most of the bits are
filled randomly, in order to jam the eavesdropper’s periodic averaging process
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with a meaningless signal of exactly the same period. This jamming should be
particularly effective if the neighbor bits of each data carrying bit are selected
randomly, as this will randomize whether the data bit will contribute a transition
pulse to the compromising emanations or not.

Figure 6 shows the signal received with 50 MHz bandwidth at two frequencies.
The first at 350 MHz is the one where the maximum-contrast colors in lines 2
and 3 offer the strongest signal. They result in a 175/2 = 87.5 MHz square wave,
but this particular frequency and its first harmonic collide in Cambridge with
signals from local broadcasting stations. 350 MHz is one of the first harmonics
in a quieter band, and a λ/4 monopole for that frequency is with 40 cm also
quite close to the length of the twisted pair, leading to more efficient far-field
emissions. In this band, the maximum bit-transition patterns in lines 2 and 3
generate field levels of 59 dBµV/m at 3 m (240 nW EIRP). The black-on-white
text in line 1 causes a significantly weaker signal, because only a single bit
transition is generated in each channel by a transition between full black and
white levels (except for the blue channel which also contains control bits).

The first attempt at finding a protective color combination in line four is not
fully effective, which suggests that edges in different transmission lines cause no-
ticeably different electromagnetic pulses and can therefore be distinguished. This
could be caused either by tolerances in LVDS driver parameters or by impedance
differences between conductor pairs. Lines 5 and 6, which use a constant number
of bit transitions in each channel and vary only their relative phases, provide the
eavesdropper at this frequency band practically no usable contrast, as do all the
test lines in which random-bit jamming is applied.

Even though a 50 MHz wide band captures enough information to resolve
horizontally pixel pairs accurately, it does not quite cover the entire 175/2 =
87.5 MHz wide spectrum that contains (according to the sampling theorem)
the full information present in the 175 Mbit/s bitstream. Tuning to a different
center frequency provides a different extract of the entire signal to the demodu-
lator, effectively applying a different filter to the video signal. The bottom half
of Fig. 6 shows one center frequency (285 MHz), where the low-contrast color
combinations suddenly become readable.

We can conclude that the only effective software protection technique against
compromising emanations of FPD-Links, as used in numerous laptops, appears
to be the addition of random bits to the color combinations used for text display.
When implementing such a technique, it is critical to understand that these
random bits must be randomly selected each time a new character is placed on
the screen.

If the random bits were selected, for example, in a glyph rendering routine
that is connected to a glyph cache, to ensure that an already generated bitmap
is reused whenever the same character is used multiple times on the screen, then
this merely assists the eavesdropper. If the addition of random bits were done
identically at each location where a glyph is used, then the random bits merely
increased the values in a glyph-signal distance matrix, which would only reduce
the error probability during automatic radio character recognition.
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5 Case Study: Digital Visual Interface

The NEC FPD-Link interface technology appears to be mainly used in embedded
display systems, such as laptops. For connecting flat-panel displays to desktop
computers, three other interface standards that define connector plugs have been
defined: VESA Plug & Display (P&D) [15], VESA Digital Flat Panel (DFP) [16],
and Digital Visual Interface (DVI) [17].

These three standard connectors differ only in auxiliary interfaces (USB,
IEEE 1394, VGA) that are carried on the same cable, but that are not relevant
here. All three interfaces use, in mutually compatible ways, a digital video trans-
mission technology called Transition Minimized Differential Signaling (TMDS),
also known as PanelLink, developed by Silicon Image Inc.

A TMDS link consists of three channels, similar to the FPD-Link system
described in the previous section. Each is formed by a symmetric twisted-line
pair and carries 8-bit values for one of the three primary colors. A fourth twisted-
pair channel provides a byte clock for synchronization.

What distinguishes TMDS most from FPD-Link is the encoding used. Each
8-bit value transmitted over a channel is first expanded into a 10-bit word. The
encoding process consists of two steps, each of which has one of two options
to change the eight data bits, and each signals its choice to the receiver by
appending another bit.

In the first step, the number of “one” bits in the 8-bit data value d7d6 . . . d0

is counted. A new 9-bit value q is generated by setting q0 = d0 and

qi = qi−1 ⊕ di for 1 ≤ i ≤ 7

q8 = 1

if there are more zeros in d (⊕ is exclusive or), and

qi = ¬ qi−1 ⊕ di for 1 ≤ i ≤ 7

q8 = 0

if there are more ones in d. In case of four zeros and ones each, only d0 is counted.
In the second step, either the bits q7q6 . . . q0 are all inverted and q9 = 1 is

added, or all bits remain as they are and q9 = 0 is added instead. The decision
is made by taking into account how many “zero” and “one” bits have been
transmitted so far and the choice is made that leads to a more equal count.

The first step aims at reducing the maximum number of bit transitions that
can occur per value on the channel, as the following examples illustrate (d0 and
q0 are at the right end, respectively):

10101010 −→ 0 11001100, 01010101 −→ 1 00110011,

00000000 −→ 1 00000000, 11111111 −→ 0 11111111.

While an 8-bit word can contain up to eight bit transitions, after this recoding,
only a maximum of five transitions is possible in any of the resulting 9-bit words
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(including one transition between consecutive words). This is, because the less
frequent bit can only appear up to four times in a byte, and each presence of it
is signalled by a transition in the generated 9-bit word.

The purpose of the second step is to limit the difference between the total
number of “zero” and “one” bits. This keeps the signaling scheme DC balanced,
which simplifies the use of transformers for galvanic separation of transmitter
and receiver. For an exact description of the encoding algorithm see [17, p. 29].

The following examples show how in the full encoding the DC-balancing
mechanism adds longer repetition cycles to sequences of identical bytes. The
binary words are this time shown in Littleendian order (q0 and d0 at the left
end), in order to match transmission order, which is least significant bit first.
For example, encoding a sequence of zero bytes leads to a cycle of nine 10-bit
words, whereas for the byte 255, the cycle length is only seven:

00000000, 00000000, 00000000, 00000000, 00000000, . . . −→

0000000010, 1111111111, 0000000010, 1111111111, 0000000010

1111111111, 0000000010, 1111111111, 0000000010,

0000000010, 1111111111, 0000000010, 1111111111, 0000000010

1111111111, 0000000010, 1111111111, 0000000010,

. . .

11111111, 11111111, 11111111, 11111111, 11111111, . . . −→

0000000001, 1111111100, 1111111100, 0000000001, 1111111100

0000000001, 1111111100

0000000001, 1111111100, 1111111100, 0000000001, 1111111100

0000000001, 1111111100

. . .

To find a color combination that provides the best possible eavesdropping
reception of TMDS encoded video signals, we can try to look for one with as
many bit transitions as possible in one color and as few as possible in the other.
A second consideration is that the extended cycles added by the DC-balancing
algorithm might reduce readability and that it is therefore desirable to find
maximum contrast bytes with a cycle length of one. This can only be achieved if
the resulting 10-bit words do not affect the difference in the bit balance counter
maintained by the DC-balancing algorithm. In other words, the 10-bit words
selected should contain exactly five “one” bits, and there exist 52 byte values
that will be encoded in such a DC balanced TMDS word.

For example, the bytes hexadecimal 10 and 55 fulfil these criteria:

00001000, 00001000, . . . −→ 0000111110, 0000111110, . . .

10101010, 10101010, . . . −→ 1100110010, 1100110010, . . .

These TMDS bit patterns will be used irrespective of the previous bit balance,
because the full encoding algorithm specified in [17, p. 29] contains a special case.
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It sets q9 = ¬ q8 whenever the rest of q contains exactly four “zero” and four
“one” bits, which is the case here. The encoding of any pixels encoded with one
of the 52 balanced words will therefore remain unaffected by any other screen
content.

foreground background

line description RGB RGB
1 black on white 00 00 00 ff ff ff

2 maximum bit transition contrast 00 00 00 aa aa aa

3 half bit transition contrast 00 00 00 cc cc cc

4 balanced word, max contrast 10 10 10 55 55 55

5 minimum signal contrast ff 00 00 00 ff 00

6 low nybble random 0r 0r 0r fr fr fr

7 text in msb, rest random — —
8 text in green two msb, rest random — —
9 text in green msb, rest random — —

Fig. 7. Test image for text contrast in compromising emanations from DVI ca-
bles.

Figure 7 shows a number of different foreground/background color combina-
tions, including the black-on-white text in line 1 and two näıve approaches to
obtain maximum reception contrast in lines 2 and 3. The color combination for
high-contrast reception just suggested is used in line 4, and the rest represents
a number of attempts to find minimum contrast signals and to add random bits
for jamming.

Figure 8 shows the signals received from a DVI display system that shows the
test display of Fig. 7. The graphics card in this setup was an “ATI Rage Fury
Pro” and the display a “Samsung SyncMaster 170T”. The 1280×1024@60Hz
video mode used in this setup has a pixel clock frequency of 108 MHz.
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Fig. 8. Received emanation in two frequency bands from a DVI cable transmit-
ting the text image of Fig. 7.

While an excellent signal can be obtained with the 55/10 color combination,
other color combinations, including black/white are either considerably weaker
or provide a noticeable reception contrast only on a different frequency. The tran-
sitions and DC-balancing cycles added by the TMDS encoding are not sufficient
to make emanations from DVI cables entirely unreadable, but the signal quality
is noticeably degraded compared to simpler transmission formats. In particu-
lar, thanks to the TMDS encoding, a much smaller number of least-significant
random bits added for jamming already is sufficient to eliminate even weakest
traces of the displayed text in the received signal.

An additional property of the TMDS encoding that might be of use for a
radio-frequency eavesdropper is that during blanking intervals, four special 10-
bit words 0010101011, 1101010100, 0010101010 and 1101010101 represent the
four possible combinations of the horizontal and vertical sync signals. These
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words contain eight bit transitions each and can this way be distinguished from
any normal color.

It might be worth noting that the DVI standard is prepared for two optional
extensions that, even though not intended for this purpose, might also be of use
for reducing emanation security concerns. The first is selective refresh, a mode of
operation in which the display has its own frame buffer and refreshes the display
with the desired frequency, without overloading the transmission capacity of the
DVI link. The DVI link can then operate at a lower speed and might even become
active only when data in the display’s frame buffer needs to be updated. The
absence of a continuous periodic signal would be likely to make radio-frequency
eavesdropping on the interface cable impractical.

The second option under development is High-bandwidth Digital Content Pro-
tection (DVI/HDCP), an encryption and key negotiation layer designed to be
used over the DVI interface between digital video players and television sets. In-
tended to prevent unauthorized copying of uncompressed video signals by placing
the decryption step into the display device, it would also render interface cable
emanations unreadable.

Even a cryptographically weak key exchange protocol is likely to provide
sufficient protection against a passive compromising-emanations eavesdropper,
who can see the communication only in a noisy and restricted form. In the
presence of significant noise, a computationally secure key negotiation scheme
can be built using simple anti-redundancy techniques. One party sends out a
several thousand bits long random string R. Both sides then use a hash h(R)
as the session key to encrypt the remaining communication. Even a moderate
amount of bit errors in an eavesdropped copy of R will make it computationally
infeasible to find from that the key h(R).

6 Conclusions

The eavesdropping risk of flat-panel displays connected via Gbit/s digital inter-
faces to their video controller is at least comparable to that of CRTs. Their serial
transmission formats effectively modulate the video signal in ways which pro-
vide eavesdroppers with even better reception quality. A detailed understanding
of the encoding algorithms and bit arrangement used in digital video links al-
lows programmers fine-grained control over the emitted signal. In a simple serial
transmission system, like NEC’s FPD-Link, the strongest signal can be obtained
by choosing colors that result in alternating bits on the transmission line. In
interfaces involving TMDS encoding, only a careful analysis of the encoding al-
gorithm leads to a maximum contrast color combination. Using colors that result
in bit-balanced code words prevents a state change in the encoder. This avoids
distortions to the transmitted signal and can be used to improve the quality of
intentional emissions. Combinations of foreground and background colors can be
selected to reduce the readability of text in the compromising emanations. Much
better protection can be achieved by randomizing the less-significant bits of the
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transmitted RGB values. This emits a jamming signal that cannot be eliminated
via periodic averaging, because it has exactly the same period as the text signal.
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A Spectral Analysis of TMDS Signals

Fourier theory and the convolution theorem can be used to explain the spectral
composition of the signal on a TMDS channel in the example from Sect. 5. Let
the function t55 denote the waveform that we obtain if we repeat the 10-bit
word representing the byte value hexadecimal 55 with 108 MHz. The Fourier
transform F{t55} is a line spectrum with lines at 108 MHz, 216 MHz, 324 MHz,
. . . , 972 MHz. Let v be a binary video signal with a pixel frequency of 108 MHz,
which equals 1 during bright pixels and 0 while a dark pixel is transmitted. So
if we transmit bright pixels as the value 55 and dark pixels as a value 10, the
resulting waveform is

w = v · t55 + (1 − v) · t10 = v · (t55 − t10) + t10 . (1)

Multiplication in the time domain corresponds to convolution in the frequency
domain, hence we end up for the waveform transmitted on the TMDS channel
with the spectrum

W = V ∗ F{t55 − t10} + F{t10} . (2)

In other words, the spectrum of the pixel-value waveform V will be copied in W
centered around each of the spectral lines of the Fourier transform of the differ-
ence between the two data words. The signal intensity of the various frequency-
shifted incarnations of V depends on the amplitude of the respective spectral
lines of F{t55 − t10}. Figure 9 illustrates the relative intensity of the spectral
lines of |F{t10}|, |F{t55}|, and |F{t55 − t10}|. It also shows the line spectrum
|F{t55}|− |F{t10}|, which better approximates the contrast that an AM demod-
ulating receiver can see, as it discards phase information received. Since w is a
discretely sampled waveform, its spectrum will be copied at all multiples of the
sampling frequency (1.08 GHz here), attenuated by the spectrum of a single bit
pulse.

The center frequency of 324 MHz used in Figure 8 is not the strongest line in
the spectrum of |F{t55}|− |F{t10}|, but it was the strongest located in a quieter
part of the background-noise spectrum during this measurement. It still results
in a signal strength in the order of 100 µV at the receiver input, comparable to
what was measured earlier in Sect. 4 for the laptop.

http://www.ddwg.org/
http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/TechReports/UCAM-CL-TR-577.pdf
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Fig. 9. Time and frequency domain representation of the TMDS-encoded maxi-
mum contrast byte combination hexadecimal 10 and 55 as well as their difference
signal.


